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The theory of light scattering from an interface covered by a periodic grating near the threshold of trans-
formation of one of the diffraction beams from a traveling wave to an evanescent one is developed and
compared with experiments. It is shown that the behavior of the scattered light near such thresholds provides
rich information regarding both the medium in contact with the grating interface and the interface itself.
@S1063-651X~96!11107-7#

PACS number~s!: 42.25.2p

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the fabrication of high-quality diffrac-
tion gratings on dielectric substrates with periods of the order
of the wavelength of visible light@1# have stimulated their
use for spectroscopic studies of surfaces and properties of
media separated by the grating covered interface@2,3#.
Sainov and co-workers, using a relatively old idea first pro-
posed by Rytov and Fabelynskii@4#, have constructed a bi-
nary metal grating device on glass, working in total internal
reflection mode, as a sensor for the determination of absor-
bance in liquid samples. In our work@5# we have demon-
strated the wide possibilities for spectroscopic monitoring of
static and dynamic properties of media near grating covered
boundaries by analyzing the light scattering near the thresh-
olds of the transformation of one of the transmitted diffracted
beams from a traveling wave to an evanescent one. This
monitoring method is termed grating light reflection spec-
troscopy~GLRS!.

The applications of GLRS demands the development of
an adequate theoretical interpretation of the corresponding
effects of light reflection from gratings. The existing theories
of grating light scattering@6,7# are based mainly on pertur-
bation theory in the parameterl /l, wherel is the height of
the grating andl is the wavelength of incident light. Such
perturbation approaches cannot be used in the interpretation
of the singular behavior of the diffracted transmitted or re-
flected light in the parameter intervals near the thresholds of
the transformation of one of the diffracting beams from a
traveling wave to an evanescent one.

In this paper, we develop and compare with experiments
the nonperturbative theory of GLRS, which allows us to es-
tablish the connections between the reflection amplitudes and
phases for different diffraction channels. The theory is analo-
gous to, with some modifications, the general threshold
theory of multichannel wave scattering@8,9#. It is shown that
analysis of the threshold behavior in light scattering allows
us to obtain information about the complex dielectric func-
tion of the sample in contact with the grating as well as
information regarding the interface and the grating itself. The
scope of the information increases in the cases where it is
possible to combine the perturbation theory of light scatter-
ing in individual diffraction channels with the general thresh-
old theory.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe

the threshold theory of GLRS. The experimental procedures
and techniques are described in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we
present the experimental results and the comparison of
theory with experiments. In conclusion, we will summarize
the results and discuss possible applications of GLRS.

II. THEORY

We consider in this section the threshold theory of light
scattering~reflection and transmission! at a plane interface
between substrate and analyte media containing a periodic
grating layer with periodL of the order of the wavelength of
incident light ~see Fig. 1!. For simplicity we illustrate the
method of calculation on an example of the system described
by a local dielectric function« i j ( x̄) of the following form:

« i j ~ x̄!5«0~x1 ,v!d i j1d« i j ~ x̄,v!, ~1!

where«0~x1,v! describes the dielectric function averaged in
the directions parallel to the surface and the interface com-
ponentd« i j ( x̄,v) is periodic in the direction parallel to the
surface:

d« i j ~ x̄,v!5 (
n52`
nÞ0

`

d«̃ i j ~x1 ,n,v!ein~ q̄• x̄ i !;

~2!

q̄5
2p

L
ḡ, x̄i5$x2 ,x3%,

whereḡ is the unit two-dimensional vector in the direction of
the grating periodicity. We suppose that the thickness of the
substrate-sample interface,l , is much less than the wave-
lengthl of the scattered light and

d« i j ~ x̄,v!50 for ux1u. l!
c

v
5

l

2p
. ~3!

This inequality will allow us to estimate the coefficients en-
tering into the general threshold approximation with the rela-
tive accuracy on the order of

OS ll D 2. ~4!
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Beyond the interface interval separating the substrate~1! and
sample~2! media the dielectric function is supposed to be
equal to frequency-dependent bulk values:

«0~x1 ,v!5 H «~1!~v! for x1. l for substrate medium
«~2!~v! for x1,2 l for sample medium.

~5!

The distance of the air-substrate interface from the sample in
the experimental device~see Fig. 1! is supposed to be much
larger than the free space wavelength. This allows us to con-
centrate on the analysis of the light scattering at the
substrate-sample interface. Note that the results of the calcu-
lations in the threshold approximation are very general in
nature and can be generalized to the more complex cases,
i.e., when the dielectric function is nonlocal.

We suppose that the imaginary part of«~1!5«~1!~v! can be
neglected and the imaginary part of«~2!5«~2!~v! is relatively
small:

Im«~1!>0,
~6!

Im«~2!!Re «~2!.

There exist the following basic sets of solutions~7a! and~7b!
to Maxwell’s equations with frequencyv in the infinite me-
dia with dielectric constants«~1! and«~2!, correspondingly:

Ē1
s~6,k̄i!5

A4pv

c

~ k̄i3n̄1!

Ak̄i
2
• k̄1

~1!
ei ~2ki•xi7k1

~1!x1!,

~7a!

Ē1
p~6,k̄i!5

A4pv

c

@~ k̄i3n̄1!3 k̄~1!#ei ~2ki•xi7k1
~1!x1!

A~v2/c2!«~1!k̄i
2
• k̄1

~1!
,

Ē2
s~6,k̄i!5

A4pv

c

~ k̄i3n̄1!

Ak̄i
2
• k̄1

~2!
ei ~2ki•xi6k1

~2!x1!,

~7b!

Ē2
p~6,k̄i!5

A4pv

c

@~ k̄i3n̄1!3 k̄~2!#ei ~2ki•xi6k1
~2!x1!

A~v2/c2!«~2!k̄i
2
• k̄1

~2!
,

wheren1 is the unit vector in the normal direction to the
surface and

k̄ 1,25$k1
1,2,k̄i%, ~8!

k̄ i5$k2 ,k3%,

k1
~1,2!5A~v2/c2!«~1,2!2ki

2[
v

c
Ad~1,2!~ki!1 i Im «~1,2!,

d~1,2!~ki!5Re~«~1,2!!2
ki
2c2

v2 .

The sign index~1,2! in ~7! corresponds to the direction of
the wave toward and from the interface, respectively~inci-
dent and outgoing directions!. Note the different order of the
signs in the exponents in expressions~7a! and~7b!. The nor-
malization in~7! is chosen in such a way that the component
of Poynting’s vectorS15S̄•n̄1 in the direction normal to the
interface constructed from the solutions in~7! is equal to
unity for realk1.

The two-dimensional wave vectork̄i in the discussed scat-
tering problem is always real. According to momentum con-
servation laws, only the following values ofk̄i in scattered
and transmitted waves are possible:

k̄ i ,m5 k̄i
01mq̄, m50,61,62,..., ~9!

where k̄ i
0 is the value of the tangential component of the

wave vector in the incident light.
The normal component of the wave vectork1

~2! always
has, according to Eq.~8!, at least a small imaginary compo-
nent due to the contribution of Im«~2!. Large imaginary com-
ponents ofk1

~1,2! correspond to values of (k̄ i ,m
(1,2))2, which are

larger than~v2/c2!«~1! or ~v2/c2!«~2!, when

dm
~ i !5Re«~ i !2~ki ,m!2

c2

v2,0 for i51 or 2. ~10!

The condition~10! corresponds to the possibility of the for-
mation of evanescent waves in the systems with nonhomo-
geneous interfaces.

In the following we will refer to the members of the so-
lution set ~7! as channels and designate them, taking into
account~9!, asEa

6 with a combined index subscripta:

FIG. 1. The experimental scheme and ray
trace diagram of the GLRS threshold phenom-
enon. Them50 andm51 diffraction orders only
are shown here for simplicity.
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a5$ i a ,za ,ma%,
~11!

i a51,2; za5s,p; ma50,61,62,...

and superscript6 corresponding to incident and outgoing
directions, respectively.

The full solutionsE a
(1)( x̄) of the light scattering problem

with the incident wave in thea channel can be represented
beyond the interface region in the sample and substrate me-
dia in the following form:

Ea
~1 !~ x̄!5Ēa

1~ x̄!1(
a8

r a8,aĒa8
2

~ x̄! for x1
2. l 2, ~12!

where the term with an incident wave is present only atx1. l
or x1,2 l depending on the value ofi a and the setEa8

2 ( x̄)
includes outgoing and evanescent waves in the mediumi a8.
For simplicity we have excluded in~12! a contribution under
the sum overa8 from possible surface and longitudinal bulk
waves. The generalization corresponding to the introduction
of such waves is a straightforward one. Ther̂ matrix, with
the elementsr a8,a

, contains all scattering information. These
elementsr a8,a

obey the following relations due to time in-
version symmetry:

r a,a8~«!5r a8,a
* ~«* !, ~13!

In addition to the set of solutions in~12! there is another set
of solutions,

Ea
~2 !~ x̄!5@Ea

~1 !~ x̄!#* u k̄ i→2 k̄ i ,«→«* , ~128!

where the incoming and outgoing waves have been inter-
changed relative to the setE a

(1)( x̄).
According to~8!, ~9!, and~10!, there are critical values of

a5acr ~threshold singularities! at which one of the transmit-
ted or scattered waves transforms from a traveling wave
~with possible attenuation due to absorption! to an evanes-
cent wave. Such values ofa are determined by the following
condition:

dacr
50. ~14!

Near the threshold~14! the behavior of the energy fluxes in
all channels abruptly changes due to the changing energy
distributions and interference patterns. Qualitatively this re-
sult follows from energy conservation in the interface layer
and the following expression for the Poynting vector, con-
structed from the solutions in~7!:

~S1!a;Re~k1,a!5uk1,auS Ada
21~ Im «~ ia!!21da

2Ada
21~ Im «~ ia!!2

D 1/2

5H uk1,aucos
ca

2
for da>0

uk1,ausin
ca

2
for da,0,

~15!

where

k1,a5uk1,au Heica/2

ie2 ica/2
for da.0
for da,0

and

cosca5
udau

Ada
21~ Im«~ ia!!2

, 0<ca<p, ~16!

Note that ca>p/2 for udau!Im«(ia) and ca>0 for da

@Im«(ia).
For the quantitative description of light scattering near the

thresholddacr
50 it is possible to use, with minor modifica-

tions, the threshold theory of multichannel wave scattering
@9#. According to this theory,

r a,acr
5MaAk1,acr for aÞacr ,

r a,a85r a,a8
0

1aa,a8k1,acr for a,a8Þacr , ~17!

r acr ,acr
51,

wherek1,acr is equal to

k1,acr5F« iacr

v2

c2
2S k̄0,i1 2pmacr

L
ḡD 2G1/2, ~178!

r a,a8
0 are the values ofr a,a8 atk1,acr50, andMa andaa,a8 are
constants in the threshold approximation~that is up to higher
terms in small quantityuk1,acru near the threshold!.

The condition of the energy balance on the interface
boundariesx156 l can be written, taking into account~15!
and ~16!, as follows@10#:

(
ã

r a8,ãr a,ã* f ~ ã !5@ f ~ ã !2ka#da,a8 , ~18!

whereka is the supposedly small~ka!1! fraction of incident
light energy absorbed in the thin layerux1u, l and

f ~a!5H cos
ca

2
for da>0

sin
ca

2
for da,0.

~19!

FIG. 2. General types of behavior~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d!, of solu-
tions to Eq.~24! for the case of Im~«~2!!50. The position of the
threshold atdacr

50 is denoted by the dashed line. In the case of
Im~«~2!!Þ0 the behavior near the singularities according to~24!
would be rounded.
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The anglesca are small for allaÞacr and correspondingly

f ~a!>H1 for da>0
0 for da,0 for aÞacr . ~20!

Note thatcacr
is not small and is equal approximately top/2 in the threshold region wheredacr

>0 even if the conditions~6!

are fulfilled. It follows from~17!–~20! that the relation~18! near theacr threshold can be rewritten in the following form:

(
ã

~r a,ã
0 1aa,ã k1,acr!~r a8,ã

0* 1aa8,ã
* k1,acr

* !1MaMa8
* uk1,acru f ~acr!5da,a8~12ka! for a,a8Þacr, ~21!

where the sum is taken over all channelsãÞãcr with dã.0 and the dependence ofka onk1,acr is disregarded. The relation~21!

at dacr
,0, dacr

.0 and atk1,acr50 correspondingly takes the following forms:

(
a˜

~r
a,ã

0 aa8,ã
* eicacr

/22r a8,ã
0* aa,ãe

2 icacr
/2!1MaMa8

* sin
cacr

2
50 for dã 5acr

,0,

2 i(
ã

~r a,ã
0 aa8,ã

* e2 icacr
/22r a8,ã

0* aa,ãe
2 icacr

/2!1MaMa8
* cos

cacr

2
50 for dã 5acr

.0, ~22!

(
a˜

~r a,ã
0 aa8,ã

* 2r a8,ã
0* aa,ã !50 for k1,acr50,

The solution of the equations~22! is

aa,a852 1
2MaMa8 ,

~23!

Ma(
a

r a,ã
0 M ã

* ,

The results in~23! are analogous to the those found in the threshold theory of multichannel wave scattering on a localized
scatterer@8,9#. The solution~23! together with~16! and~17! allows us to express near the thresholds the reflection coefficients
Ra,a85ur a,a8u

2 and phases arg~r a,a8! through the coefficientsMa and r a,a8
0 as follows:

Ra,a85ur a,a8u
25ur a,a8

0 u22 1
2 @Re~r a,a8

0 Ma*Ma8
* !A1

2 @Adacr
2 1~ Im«~ iacr

!!21dacr
#

2Im~r a,a8
0 Ma*Ma8

* !A1
2 @Adacr

2 1~ Im«~ iacr
!!22dacr

# #,

arg~r a,a8!5arg~r a,a8
0

!2ReSMaMa8

r a,a8
0 DA1

2 @Adacr
2 1~ Im«~ iacr

!!21dacr
#

1ImSMaMa8

r a,a8
0 DA1

2 ~Adacr
2 1~ Im«~ iacr

!!22dacr
! for a,a8Þacr , ~24!

The result~24! can be summarized as follows. Near the thresholddacr
50 the reflection coefficients and phases of all scattered

and transmitted waves have singular behavior of the type depicted in Fig. 2 with coefficients constructed from the real and
imaginary parts ofr a,a8

0 , Ma*Ma8
* , andMaMa8 /r a,a8

0 . The position of the singularity depends only upon the bulk dielectric
properties@10#.

Until now, all calculations have been made in the framework of the general threshold approximation. In order to estimate
the values of the combinations of the constantsr a,a8

0 ,Ma , andMa8 in ~24! we will use the perturbation theory in the parameter
l /l. According to the ‘‘golden rule’’ of perturbation theory in the continuous spectrum@11# the scattering amplitudesr a,a8
from unit surface area are equal to@12#

r a,a8 5
S→`

v

~2p!1/2
1

S (
i , j51

3 E
S8

@Ea,i
F,~2 !~ x̄!#* d« i j ~ x̄,v!Ea8, j

F,~1 !
~ x̄!dx̄ 3 for maÞma8 , ~25!

whereS is the surface area and the functionsEa,a8
F ( x̄) are Fresnel’s solutions of the unperturbed problem with a stepwise

uniform interface which have the form~12! and ~14! with coefficientsr a,a8
0 equal to
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r a,a8
0

5r a
F for a5a8,

r a,a8
0

5Aka
~1!/ka8

~1!
~12r a

F!H 1 for i aÞ i a8 ; za5za85s; ma5ma8
A«a /«a8 for i aÞ i a8 ; za5za85p; ma5ma8 ,

~26!

r a,a8
0

50 for zaÞza8 and/or maÞma8 ,

wherer a
F are Fresnel’s reflection amplitudes@13#:

r a
F5

«~ ĩ a!@~v2/c2!«~ ia!2~ k̄i
01maq̄!2#1/22«~ ia!@~v2/c2!«~ ĩ a!2~ k̄i

01maq̄!2#1/2

«~ ĩ a!@~v2/c2!«~ ia!2~ k̄i
01maq̄!2#1/21«~ ia!@~v2/c2!«~ ĩ a!2~ k̄i

01maq̄!2#1/2
for za5p,

r a
F5

@~v2/c2!«~ ia!2~ k̄i
01maq̄!2#1/22@~v2/c2!«~ ĩ a!2~ k̄i

01maq̄!2#1/2

@~v2/c2!«~ ia!2~ k̄i
01maq̄!2#1/21@~v2/c2!«~ ĩ a!2~k̄i

01maq̄!2#1/2
for za5s, ~268!

~ ĩ a!5 H 1 for ~ i a!52
2 for ~ i a!51.

The coefficientv/~2p!1/2 in ~25! corresponds to the kinematics of scattering by an infinite flat interface and is different from
the analogous coefficient in the perturbation theory of wave scattering by a scatterer localized in all dimensions@11#.

The Fresnel’s solutions of light scattering problems have continuous across the interface components of the fieldE a
F( x̄)

parallel to the interface and a normal to the interface component of the displacementD a,1
F ( x̄)5«0(x1)E a,1

F ( x̄). Near the
interface these continuous field components change on relatively large~in the discussed perturbation theory! distancesl@l ,
which allows us to take them out of the integral overdx1 in ~25! at the pointx150 on the intervalux1u, l whered« i j ( x̄) is
concentrated:

r a,a8 >
S→`

v

Sc Esd2xi H $@Ēa,i
F,2~ x̄!#* Ēa8,i

F,1
~ x̄!%ux150E

2`

`

dx1 d«~ x̄,v!

2$@Ēa,1
F,2~ x̄!«~ ia!#* Ēa8,1

F,1
~ x̄!«~ ia8!%Ux150E

2`

`

dx1d
1

«~ x̄,v! J 1OXS ll D 2C. ~27!

We have supposed in~27!, for simplicity, thatd« i j ( x̄) is symmetrical:

d« i j ~ x̄!5d i jd«~ x̄!. ~28!

The functiond1/«~x̄,v!, introduced in~27!, which determines the scattering amplitudes ofp-polarized light, has the following
form:

d
1

«~ x̄,v!
[

21

«2~ x̄,v!
d«~ x̄,v!5 (

n52`

`

d̃
1

«
~x1 ,n,v!ein~q•xi !>

1

«~ x̄,v!
2

1

«0~x1 ,v!
. ~29!

The expressions~27! can be transformed further taking into account that

uEa,i
F,1~ x̄!uux1505~11r a

F!
1

Ak1,a

A4pv

c
. ~30!

Introducing~30! into ~27! we find with the help of~2!, ~7!, ~12!, ~13a!, ~14!, and~29! that

r a,a85
16pv2

c2
k̄i ,a• k̄i ,a8

Ak̄i ,a
2
• k̄i ,a8

2

Ak1,a* k1,a8

~k1,a81k1,ã8!~k1,a* 1k1,ã* !

1

2p
E

2`

`

dx1 d«̃~x1 ,ma2ma8 ,v! for za5za85s,

r a,a85
16p~ma82ma!uk̄i

03q̄uk1,av/c

A«~ i a!~ k̄i ,a!2~ k̄i ,a8!
2

~«~ ia!Ak1,a!*Ak1,a8

~«~ ĩ a!k1,a1«~ ia!k1,ã !* ~k1,a81k1,ã8!

1

2p
E

2`

`

dx1 d«̃~x1 ,ma2ma8 ,v!

for za5p, za85s, ~31!
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r a,a85
16p«~ ĩ a8!A~«~ ia!ka!* ~«~ ia8!ka8!

Ak̄i ,a8
2
•K̄ i ,a

2

1

~«~ ĩ a!k1,a1«~ ia!k1,ã !*

1

~«~ ĩ a8!k1,a81«~ ia8!k1,ã8!
H ~ k̄i ,a• k̄i ,a8!k1,ak1,a8

3E
2`

`

dx1 d«̃~x1 ,ma2ma8 ,v!1 k̄i ,a
2
• k̄i ,a8

2 E
2`

`

dx1 d
1̃

«
~x1 ,ma2ma8 ,v!J for za5za85p.

The expression for the transition amplitudes forza5s, za85p can be found from~31! with the help of~13!. It follows from
~17! and ~31! that in the approximation~4!:

Ma5
1

A« ĩ acr2« iacr

1

A2p
E

2`

`

dx1 d«~x1 ,ma2macr
,v! for za5s,

~32!

Ma516pS «~ iacr
!

«~ ĩ acr
!D 1/2 A~ k̄i ,a

2 !* ~« iaka!*

~«~ ĩ a!k1,a1«~ ia!k1,ã !
U

dacr
50

1

A« ĩ acr2« iacr

E
2`

`

dx1 d
1̃

«
~x1 ,ma2macr

,v! for za5p,

The expressions~32! indicate that the qualitatively differ-
ent threshold behavior of thes- and p-polarized light scat-
tering can be expected in the case of metallic gratings on
dielectric substrates or vice versa. When the grating and sub-
strate dielectric functions have real parts of different signs
for different values ofx̄ the continuation of the function
d1/«~x̄,v! into the complex plane ofx1 becomes infinite at
some pointx12x 1

0 with the distance from the real axis Imx1
0

proportional to the value of the imaginary component of
d«~x̄,v!. This effect can be interpreted as a result of the
formation of local surface plasmon resonances. The corre-
sponding enhancement of the imaginary component of the
integral

E
2`

`

dx d
1̃

«
~x1 ,ma2ma8 ,v! ~33!

leads to the complex values ofMa with comparable real and
imaginary part even if the imaginary part ofd«̃ is substan-
tially smaller than the real part. It follows from~24!, ~27!,
and the structure of~33! that in particular in the expressions
for the specularp-wave scattering, the coefficients in terms
in ~24! proportional to $ 1

2@Adacr
2 1(Im«(iacr))21dacr

#%1/2

and $ 1
2@Adacr

2 1(Im«(iacr))22dacr
#%1/2, respectively, have

to be of the same order of magnitude and negative
@Fig. 2~d!#. In the case of thes-wave scattering the corre-
sponding coefficients in the term proportional to
$1/2@Adacr

2 1(Im«(iacr))21dacr
#%1/2 must be substantially

larger than the coefficients in the second term proportional to
$ 1
2@Adacr

2 1(Im«(iacr))22dacr
#%1/2 @Fig. 2~a!#.

III. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

The principal experimental scheme is given in Figs. 1 and
3, with Fig. 3 detailing the experimental configuration and
apparatus. As shown in Fig. 3, the diffraction grating sub-
strate was mounted into a sample cell placing the grating in
contact with the analyte medium. Grating substrates con-
sisted of 1-in.-diam3

16-in-thick fused silica disks~Esco! with

standard photolithographic chrome mask layers of 1000-Å
thickness deposited on the disks~Nanofilm, Inc.!. A Lloyd’s
mirror configuration @1# was used to record interference
fringes in a spin-coated positive photoresist from the spa-
tially filtered, expanded, and collimated output of an argon
ion laser. Each substrate was then developed and etched to
the silica, forming a transmission grating on each. The grat-
ing period of the substrates used in these studies was mea-
sured to be 829.460.7 nm.

In order to characterize the response of GLRS to bulk
dielectric modulations and correlate the response with
theory, separate experiments were carried out: initial first-
order diffraction analysis and zeroth-order analysis via a dis-
persive monochromator. The white light source for these ex-
periments was a tungsten bulb with a dc voltage source that
was coupled into a 220-mm-diam silica fiber optic. The fiber
output was collimated via a fiber coupled achromatic lens
and polarized with a Glan Taylor polarizing prism to either
transverse electric (s) or transverse magnetic (p). The colli-
mated light was incident on the backside of the substrate, and
thus passed through the fused silica to the grating.

For the first-order reflection, the grating acted as the dis-
persing element, and them521 reflected diffraction order
was imaged on a 512-element fiber-optic window photodiode
array ~EG&G Reticon!. The image was spectrally calibrated
via bandpass filters and exhibited a linear dependence of
wavelength on diode number, with approximately 120 nm
imaged on the array. The beam diameter was approximately
5 mm, and the diffracted light was focused on the detector
with a 63-mm focal length achromatic lens.

The zeroth-order optical system consisted of an optimized
version of the system used in the first-order experiments. The
output of the fiber was collimated via a bulk optic achromat
collimator and the beam size minimized using an iris aper-
ture to reduce off-axis light incident on the grating. The in-
cident polarization state was set via a Glan Taylor cube po-
larizer. The reference beam was captured via a ball-lens
coupled collection fiber optic as a specular reflection off the
first surface of the substrate or at the output of the collimator,
removing a portion of the poorly collimated light at the limit
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of the clear aperture of the lens but not affecting the light
incident on the grating. The grating-substrate interface
specular reflection was collected as the sample beam via a
similar collection fiber.

These two collection fibers were coupled into a McPher-
son 218 monochromator via aperture matching optics and
adjustable slit as a stacked pair, and these dispersed images
were vertically resolved onto a Santa Barbara Instruments
Group ST-6 charge-coupled device~CCD! camera placed in
the image plane of the monochromator. The wavelength
range of the spectrometer was selectable via a selection dial
and the bandwidth of the instrument was 77 nm at any one
setting on the monochromator. The resolution of the spec-
trometer system was 1.9 nm for an entrance slit width of 500
mm.

The grating substrate was mounted on a dual axis rotation
stage with the incident angular resolution of 0.083° and an
azimuthal angular resolution of 0.5°~see Fig. 3!. The sample
was pumped using a peristaltic into a sandwich-type flow
cell and stopped during data acquisition for the first-order
experiments. In the zeroth-order experiments, the sample
was placed in a 2-mL Teflon sample holder, pressure fitted,
and sealed with a Parafilm gasket against the grating side of
the substrate; the sample was introduced via a pipette.

The set of experiments corresponding to the case of low
absorption@Im~e~2!!;0# were performed with ethanol:water
solutions. The refractive index of each ethanol:water solution
was measured using an Abbe´ refractometer at various tem-
peratures and the refractive index temperature dependence
and dispersion calculated for each solution. The cleaned sub-
strate ~grating period 829.46.76 nm! was mounted in the

substrate holder-flow cell, the incident angle set to 36°, and
the stage locked. The azimuthal angle was set to 0° and the
azimuth stage locked. The polarization was initially set top
polarization. Measurements were taken in a static format in
order to remove flow effects within the cell. The sample was
introduced into the cell with a peristaltic pump, and the
flushing sequence was a combination of well-defined flow
and stop flow steps designed to ensure complete flushing,
minimizing contamination from previous runs. The ethanol
solutions were run in random order with a water reference
taken at the outset. First-order diffraction was were collected
as full array images at 5-s intervals, with 10 scans of the
array taken for each solution. The polarizer was rotated tos
polarization and the ethanol samples run again in random
order.

In addition, the cleaned substrate was mounted in the
substrate-Teflon sample holder assembly, the incident angle
set to 36.17°, azimuthal angle was set to 0°, and polarization
set top polarization. Between samples, the cell was rinsed
and aspirated with copious amounts of deionized water and
then rinsed twice with sample. Twenty scans of the array
were taken for each sample at an integration time of 2 s, and
a twenty scan dark current measurement was subtracted
manually at the data analysis stage. The nine ethanol:water
solutions were run in random order. The polarizer was then
rotated to achieves polarization and the ethanol samples run
again in random order.

Six solutions of methylene blue in water were prepared in
order to test the GLRS response to absorbing species. The
absorbances of methylene blue samples were measured on a
Hewlett Packard 8540A UV/Vis diode array spectrometer in
a cell fashioned from two fused silica plates and a thin Te-
flon spacer, and then converted to the corresponding equiva-
lent 1-cm path-length absorbances. The thin cell thickness
was inferred from a comparison of the 1-cm cuvette mea-
surements and thin cell measurements using the two least
concentrated solutions. The system was initially set to an
incident angle of 37.11°, azimuthal angle of 0°, andp polar-
ization. The cell was cleaned with deionized water, rinsed
with 0.1M nitric acid, rinsed again with water, and then the
first sample was run. Subsequent samples were run, again
preceded by a nitric acid rinse, water rinse, and two volumes
of sample rinse. The methylene blue samples were run in
random order at three different angles of incidence: 37.11°,
34.98°, and 30.62°, respectively.

Each sample generated a single 103512 matrix for the
first-order diffraction runs. Each sample matrix was averaged
and then subtracted from the water sample data to generate a
difference spectrum with respect to water. Each zeroth-order
sample run generated two 203750 matrices of sample and
reference data that were averaged to obtain 13750 vectors of
sample and corresponding reference spectra, which were
then dark corrected. An 11-point smoothing filter was ap-
plied to each reference spectrum while the sample spectra
were unaltered except for dark correction. Relative reflection
spectra were calculated for each run by calculating the ratio
of each sample spectrum to its corresponding reference spec-
trum. The derivatives of the specular relative reflection coef-
ficients were calculated using a 71-point Savitsky-Golay first
derivative filter, with the peak maxima located for compari-
son with theoretical predictions.

FIG. 3. Experimental apparatus for GLRS experiments.~1! grat-
ing substrate with period of 829.4. nm,~2! dc tungsten-halogen
source, fiber bundle coupled to~3! achromat collimation lens,~4!
iris, ~5! Glan Taylor polarizer,~6! microsphere coupled reference
fiber optic, ~7! microsphere coupled sample fiber optic collecting
the specular reflection off of the grating-sample interface,~8!
McPherson monochromator with stacked fiber input,~9! SBIG
CCD array camera,~10! 486 PC for data acquisition and transfer,
~11! EG&G 512-element linear diode array with fiber optic window
collecting the first-order diffraction, focusing optics not shown,~12!
dual axis rotation stage,~13! Teflon sample cell~PEEK flow cell in
first-order experiments!.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of the experiments was to analyze the form
of the reflection coefficients and find the positions of the
thresholds associated with the theory presented. For all ex-
periments, the critical diffraction order undergoing the trans-
formation was themcr51 transmitted order fori acr52. Ex-
periments were carried out for high and low sample medium
absorption and two transmitted diffraction orders were moni-
tored: the zeroth order~specular reflection!, and them521
reflected order reflected into medium~0! ~air!. The form of
the reflection coefficient in Eq.~24! ~and Fig. 2! indicate the
existence of a singular reflected intensity dependence in
wavelength space on a number of parameters: wavelength

~l!, grating period~L!, angle of incident~u!, angle between
the plane of incidence and direction of grating periodicity
~g!, and dielectric function of the sample medium@e~2!~v!#.
The threshold singularity is defined by Eq.~14!, which may
be rewritten to include the experimentally relevant quantities
listed above as follows:

dacr
5Re~«~2!!2Fsin2 u1m2S l

L D 212m
l

L
sinu cosgG

50, ~34!

where cosg5k̄i•ḡ/uk̄iu.
For all experiments the angle between the plane of inci-

dence and the direction of the grating periodicity was set
equal to zero. As the experiments were performed with a
white light source and a spectrometer, the selection of the
incidence angle, the grating period, and the refractive index
yield a threshold at a specific wavelength. The experimental
verification of this is shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! for or-
thogonal polarizationss andp. The threshold wavelength is

FIG. 4. GLRS relative reflection coefficients calculated from
experimental reflected intensities for ethanol:water solutions,p po-
larization ~a! and s polarization ~b!. Ethanol was prepared from
absolute ethanol~McCormick, Lot No. CO3512! and deionized wa-
ter in the following concentrations: 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%,
30%, 35%, and 40% vol/vol. The sodiumd-line refractive index
range for these samples is 1.3321 for water to 1.3530 for 40%
ethanol. The singularity shifts to higher wavelengths for increases
in refractive index due to increases in ethanol concentration where
the threshold is taken as the point of highest slope.

FIG. 5. GLRS derivative of relative reflection coefficients cal-
culated for ethanol:water solutions,p polarization~a!, ands polar-
ization ~b!, 71-point Savitsky-Golay derivative filter applied to 750
data points. The peak of the derivative is taken as the singularity.
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taken as the point of highest slope in the relative reflection
coefficient data, and the forms of the data agree with the
predicted forms depicted in Fig. 2. In order to compare the
positions of the experimental thresholds with those predicted
with theory, the derivatives of the reflection coefficients over
d or l can be analyzed taking the peak position as the thresh-
old. The corresponding reflection coefficient derivatives are
plotted in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, again for orthogonal polariza-
tions s andp. The peak positions in wavelength were deter-
mined and plotted versus the corresponding refractive index
of the ethanol:water solution corrected for dispersion and
temperature. The linear dependence of threshold wavelength
demonstrated in Fig. 6 is expected as the function in~34!
exhibits a linear relationship between wavelength and
Re~«~2!! when other experimental parameters are held con-
stant.

In order to further correlate the response of GLRS with
theory, the functiondacr

was calculated from experimental
values of refractive index, dispersion, angle of incidence,
grating period, and wavelength. The zero crossing for this
function shifts to higher wavelengths with increases in re-
fractive index. The derivatives of the reflection coefficients
were plotted against each corresponding model threshold
function. It is expected that each peak would occur atdacr
50, and this is demonstrated in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. Normal-
ization of each peak to unit height removed the underlying
grating function, and thus simplified visual comparison of
peak positions. The offset fromdacr

50 and the spread

around a mean value ofdacr
result from errors in determining

the angle of incidence and the subsequent use of dispersion
tables to calculate the dispersion for each ethanol:water so-
lution.

The general shape of the derivatives away from the sin-
gularity is due to the wavelength dependence of the coeffi-

cients in~24!, Re(ra,a8
0 Ma*Ma8

* ) and Im(ra,a8
0 Ma*Ma8

* ). It is im-
portant to note the interesting symmetry about these
thresholds where thep-polarization relative reflection coef-
ficient curves are mirror images of thes polarization. This
arises from the orthogonal nature of polarization response as
well as from the polarization-dependent grating function
away from the thresholds as detailed by the functions de-
scribing the coefficients in~24!. We did not explicitly calcu-
late the values of Re(ra,a8

0 Ma*Ma8
* ) and Im(ra,a8

0 Ma*Ma8
* ) in

this paper, but the qualitative differences in polarization re-
sponse agree with the expected differences arising from the
perturbation theory in the parameterl /l.

The general nature of the reflection coefficient derivation
and the connection between scattered reflected and transmit-
ted light predicts that the threshold has to be observed in any
monitored diffraction order. To check this prediction, the
first-order diffraction reflection was monitored in response to

FIG. 6. Ethanol:water solution refractive indices~corrected for
dispersion and temperature! plotted against the threshold wave-
lengths obtained from the peak positions from thep polarization
derivative plots. The linearity is expected and the values of the
slope and intercept agree with the experimental parameters: at
dacr

50,ARe«(2)5sinu1(mcr /L)l, from the description of the ex-
periments,mcr/L50.0012, and sin~36.167°!50.590, in agreement
with the linear regression of the data shown here.

FIG. 7. Relative reflection coefficients for the ethanol:water
sample plotted against calculated from experimental values of re-
fractive index~corrected for dispersion!, angle of incidence, grating
period, and wavelength for incidentp polarization~a! ands polar-
ization ~b!. The peaks occur, in theory, atdacr

50, and the offset
here in both polarizations is due to the error in determining the
incident angle.
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ethanol:water solutions and the difference spectra to pure
water plotted for both polarizations in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!.
For comparison, difference spectra for the specular reflection
responses to ethanol:water are plotted in Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!.
A lack of a feasible method for obtaining a representative
first-order reference spectrum dictated that the comparisons
be made for relative reflection intensity differences, and thus
the peaks in these plots do not correspond to the singulari-
ties, but rather relative shifts in the singularities. However,
similar responses are exhibited for the zeroth- and first-order
reflection intensity differences, where symmetries exist be-
tween the first- and zeroth-order orthogonal polarizations.
This is again expected due to the coupling of all diffracted
orders at the grating, and further supports the general nature
of the GLRS theory in that a frequency-dependent response
is exhibited in all diffraction orders.

The general shape of the absorbance data also agrees with
the predicted theoretical response, including the position of
the peak in the derivative, which is dependent upon the real
part of the dielectric function of the methylene blue:water
solutions. Figure 9 shows the absorbance response at the

three different angles of incidence, which are chosen to yield
GLRS thresholds in regions of different anomalous disper-
sion characteristics. The functional dependence of the peak
height with concentration is seen in all three plots, with a
larger extinction coefficient corresponding to a larger peak
amplitude decline in the derivative. A real index modulation
is occurring at the two lower angles of incidence due to the
high concentrations of dye affecting the bulk index, and this
is seen as a shift in the position of the singularity for high
concentration of dye. This is a result of the Kramers-Kronig
relationship between the real and imaginary parts of the di-
electric function, which predicts large index shifts at wave-
lengths corresponding to shoulders of the absorption band
for the highest concentration of dye.

Figure 10 displays the molar extinction coefficient’s de-
pendence on concentration of methylene blue in water. A
shift in the absorbance maximum from 659 to 610 nm occurs
with concentration due to a tautomeric reaction occurring at
higher dye concentrations@14#. The imaginary dielectric val-
ues are tabulated for the six methylene blue concentrations at
the three singularity wavelengths in Table I. These values are

FIG. 8. Reflected intensity response to ethanol:water solutions, referenced to the water response for monitored~a! first-orderp polar-
ization, ~b! first-orders polarization,~c! zeroth-orderp polarization, and~d! zeroth-orders polarization incident. The similarity in response
indicates the threshold is present in all diffracted reflected orders, but here the peaks do not correspond to the thresholds. In addition, the
thresholds occur at different wavelengths for the different monitored diffraction orders due to differing incident angles.
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plotted against the derivative amplitude peak modulation in
Fig. 11, with water having a value of zero. The peak decline
for the threshold at 605 nm follows the expected trend of a
square root dependence that would be observed in the deriva-
tive of the reflection coefficients in~24!. However, the peak
modulations at 630 and 683 nm do not precisely follow a
square root dependence on Im~«!. There may be a number of
mechanisms affecting the peak height, including the contri-
bution of anomalous dispersion and the nature of the tauto-
meric reaction, where the peak in the absorbance spectrum at

660 nm introduces a nonlinearity into the response that com-
pensates for the nonlinear response of the GLRS derivative.
In addition, the underlying grating function coupled with the
modulation in Re~«~2!! due to anomalous dispersion may af-
fect the peak height dependence on Im~«~2!!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the theoretical and experimental study of
GLRS can be formulated as follows. Near the parameter
combination corresponding to the transformation of one of
the diffraction orders from a traveling wave to an evanescent
one all diffracted beams have singularities of the type pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The study of light reflection near these
singularities at different polarizations, frequencies, and inci-
dent angles allows us to extract a rich amount of information
about the studied system. It was demonstrated using GLRS
that it is possible to find out the dielectric properties of the
bulk, surface interface, and the grating. When interpreting
results, it is very important that near the thresholds the de-

FIG. 9. GLRS derivative of relative reflection coefficients for
varying concentrations of methylene blue~Aldrich, recrystallized!
in deionized water: 1.00031025M , 4.99631025M , 1.00031024M ,
4.99631024M , 1.02231023M , and 5.12731023M , p polarization
incident. Increases in methylene blue concentration result in a de-
cline in the peak amplitude that is dependent upon the imaginary
part of the dielectric function@Im~«~2!!#. Three angles of incidence
are shown here resulting in thresholds that occur at different wave-
lengths, with the positions again determined by Eq.~34!.

FIG. 10. Molar extinction coefficients for the six methylene blue
solutions. The absorbance is nonlinear with concentration at 660 nm
as the molar extinction coefficient declines with increasing concen-
tration due to a tautomerization reaction at higher concentrations.

FIG. 11. GLRS derivative peak magnitude modulations for me-
thylene blue solutions at three angles of incidence,p-polarization
incident. Magnitude modulations were calculated from the baseline
peak height for water and plotted vs Im~«~2!!. The response of the
peak at 605 nm to increases in Im~«~2!! follows the square root
dependence predicted by the derivative of Eq.~24!. Deviations from
this relationship in the other two threshold positions result in a
linear dependence of the peak height decline on Im~«~2!!.

TABLE I. Imaginary part of the dielectric function at specific
threshold wavelengths, Im(«)5lARe(«) A1 cm, whereA1 cm is the
1-cm pathlength absorbance of methylene blue atl.

Methylene blue
concentration (M )

Im~«!
at 605 nm

Im~«!
at 630 nm

Im~«!
at 683 nm

0.000 009 99 0.000 0742 0.000 0935 0.000 0970
0.000 049 96 0.000 4263 0.000 4335 0.000 4005
0.000 099 92 0.000 8055 0.000 7583 0.000 6632
0.000 4996 0.004 361 0.003 173 0.002 210
0.001 022 0.008 892 0.005 904 0.003 853
0.005 127 0.044 35 0.028 10 0.017 70
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pendence on bulk properties can be separated from the influ-
ence of surface properties. The contributions of both the real
part of the bulk dielectric function and the imaginary part
may be separated as well. The first quantity defines the po-
sition of the singularity and the second one the behavior of
scattering amplitudes and phases just before and after the
singularity, respectively.

The analysis of the light scattering threshold singularities
can provide information on static systems as well as on dy-
namic processes occurring at and near the grating surface,
including the influence of hydrodynamic and double-layer
fluctuations, cavitation, and so on. The analysis of the effect
of the scattering of evanescent light waves in the critical
channel by small particles dispersed in the sample medium
@15# can provide important information on the structure and
dynamics of colloid systems. The characteristic optical
lengths of evanescent waves have the same order of magni-

tude as the diffusion and hydrodynamic surface sublayers
and the double layer in dilute to moderately concentrated
electrolyte solutions.

In conclusion we would like to stress that the analysis of
the singularities of the wave scattering from grating covered
surfaces can be useful, not only in the case of light waves,
but also in the cases of other types of waves: acoustic waves,
microwaves, and even neutron and atomic de Broglie waves.
In the last case, the high-quality physical grating may be
replaced by a laser standing wave of the kind described in
@16#.
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